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since then the tree possesses these properties (viz. bringing
death to the person that maims it).
• I have visited Bastam several times and seen the grave,
but not the " dry tree ". Some people told me that it had
been transplanted, dry as it was, and had taken root, but
remaining dry, somewhere else. I was shown three such
" transplanted " trees, but none of them was dry. Another
time I was told that the tree was no more a dry tree, but
had leaves which it shed every year on the 10th Muharram,
the anniversary of the death of Imam Husain. My visits
never coincided with that day, and I did not see the
miracle; the tree that was shown to me in the avenue
leading east from the Chapar-khanah as the " leaf-shedder "
was a common ash. Another mystery connected with the
graveyard where Shaikh Bayazld lies buried is that an
underground chamber there contains, or is said to contain,
the desiccated body of a holy man. Nasir ed dm Shah
visited the grave in 1866, and his historian (the late
Muhammad Hasan Khan, Itamad as Saltanah; d. 1896)
has recorded that he was shown a corpse which was not
desiccated. I visited the grave in 1876 and was told by
the guardians that they could not let me see the body as
the entrance to the vault was bricked up. I saw the
bricks. Itemad es Saltaneh visited the grave again in
1883. This time he saw in the underground chamber " an
evil-smelling, headless corpse of a man and a partially
decomposed corpse of a woman ".

A. HOUTUM-SCHINDLER.
TBHBBAN.

October 20, 1908.

AMUT

In his Literary History of Persia from Firdawsi to
Sa'di Professor Browne accepts Ibnu'l Athir's explanation
of Alamut, the fortress of the Assassins, as a contraction
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ALAMUT, AMUT 163

of dluh dmukht, " the eagle taught," and adds in a note
that dmut is provincial for dmukht, " taught," but that he
knows of no word the least resembling this which means
" nest". A reviewer of the work pointed out in April,
1907 (JKAS., p. 460), that the Persian dictionary Burhdn-i
Kdti' gives the word dmut with the explanation "the
nest of birds of prey, such as the falcon and the shdhin
and the chargh "} Other lexica also have dmut with the
meaning of " nest ". For instance, the Ferhang-i Rashldi
has dmut, " a nest," and adds: " Hence dluh dmut, ' eagle's
nest,' name of a castle, so called because it is situated on
a high mountain like an eagle's nest. Mujik2 has the verse

' l \-r t
L^-^uJ C^- ) .L> L-J\SL£. LZJy\

which confirms the meaning of ' nest'. It is related in
some histories that the Da'i Kebfr, Hasan b. Zaid al Husaini
(reigned November, 864, until his death January 26, 884),
when in pursuit of game reached the summit of a rock,
and finding the position favourable built a castle upon it,
and, as eagles build their nests on high places, he named
the castle ' Eagle's nest'."

This is followed by an extract from the Athdr-i bildd
with the etymology given by Professor Browne according
to Ibnu'l Athir. The same lexicon, sub voce dlamut,
originally dluhdmut, gives the same explanation as above.

The Burhdn-i jdma'h has: " Amut, the nest of birds of
prey, as bdz, 'ulcdb (eagle), etc. Mujik says :

The Shamsu'l loghat gives the same meaning and distich,
but omits the . in the first line.

1 The birds mentioned are bdz, the kestrel; shdhin, the peregrine ;
chargh, the saker, Arab, sahar, Falco sacer.

2 Poet beginning twelfth century. See Professor Browne's Dawlatshah,
p. 78, and his Lubdbu'l albdb, pp. 13, 14.
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164 FOLK-ETYMOLOGY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

Whatever the meaning of the castle's name may be—
Eagle's nest is the more natural and probable—there is no
doubt as to its orthography, because it is a historical fact
that the numerical values of the letters composing the
name added together give the year of the castle's
occupation by Hasan Sab4h, a fact which he, the
founder of the order of the Assassins, made great use
of for purposes of proselytism. The place was occupied
by him Rejeb 6, A.H. 483 (September 4,1090), and the year
indicates the orthography—

cu j * \ x J \ = aluhamiit.

400 6 40 1 5 30 1 = 483.
A. HOUTUM-SCHINDLER.

TEHERAN.
October 20, 1908.

FOLK-ETYMOLOGY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

In Jaunsar-Bawar, a sub-Himalayan tract of the United
Provinces, the word for " dwarf " is bdwand, which is, of
course, derived from the Sanskrit vdmanas. But there is
also a word bdwan, with an altogether different derivation,
meaning " fifty-two", and so the Jaunsarls say that a dwarf
is called bawana because he is only fifty-two fingers high.
This can be combined with a proverb current over Northern
India—Lankd-me-se jo nikle, so bdwan gaz-hd, those who
come from Lanka are 52 yards high—an allusion to the
gigantic rdksasas of the Ramayana. Hence, metaphorically,
the more wicked a man is the more mighty he is. Com-
bining the proverb with the folk-etymology, we also get
the general theory that giants and dwarfs have the same
measurements, but the units are different; giants are
measured by yards, but dwarfs by inches. " Fifty-two "
in other respects is a common feature in Indian Folklore.
In Rajgir there is a Bdwan Gangd, and " Bawan Suba "
is a character often turning up in legendary history.

G. A. GEIEBSON.
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